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Abstrat

We introdue a new tehnique to speify inreasing labeled strutures. For suh

objets, the boxed produt as introdued by Greene is su�ient to e�iently speify

the lass, however for partiular lasses the size of the spei�ation is very large.

In partiular, in the ase of partially ordered sets, the alulus of the total orders

ompatibles with the poset (alled linear extensions) an be tedious. We here devel-

oped an idea due to Stanley that uses a geometrial interpretation to alulate the

linear extensions of a given poset. We will present a way to extend this idea to the
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symboli method, and illustrate it with the example of spei� inreasing trees with

exatly one repeated label, and show how to uniformly generate suh strutures.

Keywords: synhronized tree, inreasing tree, uniform random sampling, reursive

method, analyti ombinatoris.

1 Introdution

In 1983, Greene [9℄ developed new approahes to address labeled ombinatorial

strutures that require some order onstraints for the labeling. In partiular,

he introdued the binary boxed operator A✷ ⋆ B that enodes the labeled

produt of the lasses A and B satisfying the fat that the smallest label

appears in the omponent of A. From the standard onvolution issued in

the produt of the related exponential generating funtions A(z) and B(z),
Greene dedued that the generating funtion for A✷ ⋆ B is given by

∫ z

0

A′(t) · B(t)dt.

This now lassial onstrained produt has been fully integrated into the

symboli method (f. [7℄) and many strutures are based on this simple order

onstraint. For instane, spei� sublasses of permutations (f. several ex-

amples and referenes in [7, II.6.3.℄), inreasingly labeled trees [1℄ or partially

inreasingly labeled trees [2℄ an be spei�ed thanks to the boxed produt.

In the random sampling domain, the boxed produt also appears as a

ornerstone for the e�ieny of the reursive method [8℄ [10℄. Although

other elegant spei�ations based on suh ideas are presented by Flajolet and

Sedgewik, it seems lear that some more intriate problems annot be enoded

with only suh a global order onstraint. The lass of inreasingly labeled di-

reted ayli graphs ontains muh more omplex dependenies than we an

expet to simply enode with only boxed produts.

More spei�ally, if we onsider two direted sequenes of atoms, add a

top node that is the ommon anestor of both sequenes and a bottom node

that is the ommon desendant of both sequenes, the boxed produt seems

to be inappropriate in order to simply desribe an inreasing labeling of suh

a struture. Even if these strutures an in fat be spei�ed by using boxed
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